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Note to Mr. Pascoe 

BACKGROUND PAPER T THE UN SECURJTY COUNCIL ON DRUG 
TRAFFICKING AND ORGANIZED CRJMF. 

1. This note is to share with you, for your review and a:Qproval, a draft baclq,>-round 
paper on drug trafficking and organized crime for the annual retrea ' the UN Security 
Council on 3-4 April (Please see attached draft). We were requested to submit a 2-3 page 
draft to EOSG by COB on 16 March 2012. 

2. PMD's Policy Planning Unit prepared a draft in close consultation with all 
reLevant:regional d":'ldsions .. We then shared the draft for comments and feedback with 
UNODC's New York Office. UNODC returned to us a substantially revised version that 
was approved by Mr. Fedotov While we strived to take on board as many ofUNODC's 
comments as possibl e, we decided, upon further consultation with key DPA colleagues, 
to maintain the integrity of the original draft. In particular, we cept the following 
elements in the pap€r, which UNODC_}Jad suggested to del te (for ease o reference we 
put them in bold in the enclosed draft): 

o The substance of the framing "abstract" at the outset of the draft. (We were 
explicitly asked by EOSG to precede the draft with such an abstract to help fran1e 
the paper). 

9 References to human rights and HIV I AIDS in para 1 and 8. 
o The reference that counter-narcotics efforts have long been dogged by the 

displacement effect in para 3. 
The reference tb increasing calls in Latin America for review of the drug control 
regime in para 3. 

e A11 of paragraph 7, which points to a number of challenges the UN faces in 
responding to the challenge. 

The first bullet point under para. 8 calling for improved data collection on issues 
related to drugs and crime. 

The third bullet point under para 8, which calls for greater efforts in addressing 
the link between organized crime and political elites. We are aware that our 
specific reference to "panels of experts" may raise questions. However, we are 
also hopeful that it will generate serious interest and discussion among Council 
Members. 

3. We look forward to your comments on the draft. 

~ 
16 March 2012 



Back!rround Paper on Drug Trafficking and Organized Crime 

Annual Retreat of the United Nations Security Council 
I 

. 
New York. 4 April 2012 

The combined challenge of drugs and srime and related ills such as corruption have 
become the number one threat to human security, state stability and democratic 
governance in a number ut: egions in the world For the UN to remain relevant, it will 
need to adapt to this new security paradigm and help Member States develop 

effective responses. Solutions are not easy and will take time. The international 
community must develop comprehensive responses and be prepared for a sustained 
process that will require a long-term commitment from all partners, including 

Governments, civil society and international organizations. 

1. Over the past decade, in many regions of the world, drug trafficking and 

transnational organized orime ave evolved from a sooial and criminal proolem into a 
major threat to human, state, and international security. In some countries, drug 

trafficking fuels brutal and long standing insurgencies. In transit regions, criminal groul?s 
spread violence, fear and insecurity, with homicide rates ·n s.ome affected countries 

outstripping the death_ rates of most countr·ies in civil war. They undennine state 
authority, the rule of Jaw and democratic governance by fuelling corru tion, 
compromising elections, and distorting the legitimate economy. In post.conflict settings, 
organized crime threatens t reverse peaoebuilding advances/' Across the globe, there is 
increasing convergence between insurgent, organized crime and terrorist groups In some 
countries, national counter-narcotic cffor·ts have resulted. in serious )luman rights 

,.._ 
violations. In transit regions, there are indications that the drug trade is causing an 
increase in drug use, making it a contributor to the spread of HIV/AIDS. 

2. A number of international Conventions on drug control, and more recently the 
UN Conventions against Transnational Organized Crime (UNTOC) and Corruption 
(UNCAC), constitute the interna6onal legal response fTarnework, which is complemented 
by key human rights instruments . 

.3. Counter-narcotics efforts have long been dogged by the displacement effect -
successes in suppressing production and trafficking in one country or region lead to the 
problem emerging elsewhere. L a\v enforcement agencies are essential elements for the 
promotion of the rule o tlaw, in pr:otecting the victims of crime and ensuring security and 
stability, especially in post-conflict countries and vulnerable st oates.. Due to the 
transnational dimension of drug trafficking and organized crime, a number of countries, 
particularly in Latin America, Central and West Asia, and South East Asia, have called 
for greater regional and international cooperation. In Latin America, the violence 
engendered by illicit drug traf Jcking has even led some leaders to suggest a review 
of the drug control regime itself. 

4. The S.ecurity Council has been paying i ncreasing�attention to drug traffickin and 
organized crime as a potential threat to interoa ional peace and security and has adopted 
three Presidential Statements on the issue since 2009 requesting the Secretary-General to 
"provide inforn1ation on drug trafficking and related issues where it risks threatening or 



exacerbating an existing threat to intemational peace and security,"1 to "consider these 
threats as a factor in conflict prevention strategies, conflict analysis, integrated missions' 
assessment and planning"2 and propose "recommendations on ways and means in which 
the Council may deal with the question of transnational organized crime. "3 

5. Meanwhile, Member States are increasingly seeldng the UN's direct assistance in 
addressing this threat The UN, often in partnership with regional organizations, is 
fostering regional cooperation and providing technical support, for instance i Eastem 
Africa, North Africa, Weste[l and Central :Asia, as well as Central America and the 
Caribbean. In West Africa, the West Africa Coast Initiative (WACJ) supports the 
establishment of Transnational Crime Units in several countries .. In Central America, the 
UN joined hands with the Govemment of Guatemala to establish the Intemational 
Commission Against Impunity in Guatemala (CICIO), \Vhich supports efforts to 
investigate and dismantle violent criminal networks that operate within state institutions. 
And a number of UN peacekeeping and political field missions have specific mandates to 
fight drug trafficking and organized crime.4 

6. In March ?011, the Secretary-General esta£>lished a UN Systeg.1 TasR . o ce to 
"promote a comprehensive and balanced framework centering on prevention, the rule of 
law, regional and inter-regional cooperation, shared responsibility, local and national 
capacity and institution building, public health and the protection of human rights"5 The 
Task Force is planning initiatives to raise awareness of the growing threat, mobilize 
collective action within and outside the UN, provide greater coherence to the UN's 
effmis, and serve as a platfom1 for joint regional threat assessments on drug trafficking 
that will help drive crime-sensitive development programming. 

7. \Vhile the UN has stepped up its efforts in the fight against drugs and crime, 
the effectiveness of its response is undermined by a number of factors: 1) There 
remains a gap between the magnitude of the challenge and the strategies, resources 
and tools to add1·ess it; 2) there is still insufficient understanding of what works and 
what doesn't in the fight against drugs and crime; 3) there is a lack of reliable data 
on issues related to organized crime as well as drug production, trafficking and 
consumption; 4) the UN does not yet take full advantage of the breadth of its social 
and developmental tools that would allow development of more comprehensive 
strategies; 5) in spite of the global and trans-regional natm·e of the problem, 
international responses tend to be framed through national-level programming; 6) 
some of the UN field missions operating in countries affected by organized crime are 
constrained by weak mandates and poor resources; and 7) UNODC, the UN's lead 
agency on the issue, remains excessively dependent on extr·a-budgetary funding. 

8. The UN together with Member States have an opportunity to develop effective 
responses through a comprehensive approach that combines drug and organized crime 

1 S/PRST/2009/32 
2 S/PRST/2010/4 
3 S/PRST/2012/2 
� UNAMA. UN10GBIS. UN1PSIL. UNOCA. UNOWA. UNRCCA. and MINLJST AH 
5 Interoffic� Memorand�m, Decisions of the Secretary-General and Summary Record of Discussion from 
the Policy Committee Meeting of 2 March 2011, Annex A, ·TenllS of Reference for a UN system Task 
Force on transnational organized crime and drug trafficking as threats to security and stability 



control \\1ith development and stability in close partnership with all relevant partners, 
including Governments, civil society and international organizations. In doing so, five 
broad areas deserve special attention: 

o Member States and the UN should work on developing integrated social, 
economic, and secmjt:y approaches to address the drugs and c;ime chalJeJ1ge with 
due ocus on human rights and gender=related issues. A prerequisite to doing so 
will be a greater infer-agency sharing of information and analysis among 
relevant actors as well as improve� generation and collection of data and 
statistics related to drugs and crime. I 

e The UN and its Member States could focus greater efforts on building the 
capacity of fragile states, with priority given to the establishment of functioning 
and legitimate public institutions that can provide a sustained level of citizen 
security and justice. 

a Member States may want to explore mnovative ways to add1·ess more 
effectively. the linl\i between organized crime and political elites, especially in 
countries with weak institutions. This would require greater political (as 
opposed to technical) attention to the issue. Other models that may deserve to 
be explored in this respect could include mechanisms such as CICIG or 
Security Council-mandated "Panels of Experts," which would gather, 
examine, analyse and report on information related to trafficking of drugs 
and other illicit resources in specific countries or regions. 

o The UN could further promote the implementation of UNTOC and UNCAC as 
well as international, inter-regional and regional cooperation, and promote 
partnerships with governments and civil society, including the business 
community. 

o The international community needs to promote the implementation of humane and 
balanced drug control and counter organized crime measures in line with relevant 
international Conventions through the support of a balance between the three 
pillars of drug control: prevention, treatment and enforcement 

.. 


